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Abstract

In this paper� we study the control of Composite Hybrid Machines �CHMs� subject to safety
speci�cations� CHMs are a fairly general class of hybrid systems modeled in modular fashion as
the concurrent operation of Elementary Hybrid Machines �EHMs�� The formalism has a well�
de�ned synchronous�composition operation that permits the introduction of the controller as a
component of the system� The task of a legal �safety� controller is to ensure that the system
never exits a set of speci�ed legal con�gurations� Among the legal controllers� we are par�
ticularly interested in designing a minimally�interventive �or minimally�restrictive� one� which
interferes in the system�s operation only when constraint violation is otherwise inevitable� Thus�
a minimally interventive safety controller provides maximum�exibility in embedding additional
controllers designed for other control objectives to operate concurrently� while eliminating the
need to re�investigate or re�verify the legality of the composite controller with respect to the
safety speci�cation� We describe in detail an algorithm for controller synthesis and examine the
viability of a synthesized controller as related to the possibility of Zenoness� where the system
can undergo an unbounded number of transitions in a bounded length of time�
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� Introduction

��� Background and Objectives

Various formalism have been proposed in the literature to capture the intuitive idea that hybrid
systems are dynamic systems in which discrete and continuous behaviors coexist and interact ���
��� ���� ���� ��	� ����
 Broadly speaking� hybrid systems are systems in which changes occur both in
response to events that take place discretely� asynchronously and sometimes nondeterministically�
and in response to dynamics that represents �causal� evolution as described by dierential or
dierence equations of time
 Thus� most physical systems that can be represented by formal
behavior models are hybrid in nature


In recent years there has been a rapidly growing interest in the computer�science community in
modeling� analysis� formal speci�cation and veri�cation of hybrid systems �see� e
g
 ��� �����
 This
interest evolved progressively from logical systems� through �logically�timed� temporal systems ���
to real�time systems modeled as timed automata ���� and� most recently� to a restricted class of
hybrid systems called hybrid automata ��� ��	�
 Thus� the computer�science viewpoint of hybrid
systems can be characterized as one of discrete programs embedded in an �analog� environment


In parallel� there has been growing interest in hybrid systems in the control�theory community
�	� ���� ����� where traditionally systems have been viewed as �purely� dynamic systems that are
modeled by dierential or dierence equations
 More recently� control of purely discrete systems�
modeled as discrete�event systems� also received attention in the literature ���� ���� ����
 The grow�
ing realization that neither the purely discrete nor the purely continuous frameworks are adequate
for describing many physical systems� has been an increasing driving force to focus attention on
hybrid systems
 Contrary to the computer�science viewpoint that focuses interest in hybrid systems
on issues of analysis and veri�cation ���� ����� the control�theory viewpoint is to focus its interest
on issues of design


Typical hybrid systems interact with the environment both by sharing signals �i
e
� by transmis�
sion of input�output data�� and by event synchronization �through which the system is recon�gured
and its structure modi�ed�
 Control of hybrid systems can therefore be achieved by employing both
interaction mechanisms simultaneously
 Yet� while this �exibility adds signi�cantly to the potential
control capabilities� it clearly makes the problem of design much more di�cult
 Indeed� in view of
the obvious complexity of hybrid control� even the question of what are tractable and achievable
design objectives� is far from easy to resolve


In the present paper we examine the control problem for a class of hybrid systems called
composite hybrid machines �CHMs�
 These constitute hybrid systems consist of the concurrent
operation of elementary hybrid machines �EHMs� using a well�de�ned synchronous composition
formalism that allows both signal sharing and event synchronization
 A controller can then be
coupled with the plant by means of synchronous composition


The goal of a legal controller considered in the present paper is to ensure the safety of the system
in the sense that it will never violate its legal speci�cation given by a set of �illegal� con�gurations
that must be avoided
 In other words� a legal controller must prevent the system from ever entering
the illegal con�gurations
 Among all legal controllers� we are interested in minimally interventive
ones


A legal controller is minimally interventive if� when composed to operate concurrently with any
other controller� it will remain inactive except at the boundary of legal region where controller
inaction would lead to inevitable safety violation
 Therefore� such a controller can be composed
to operate concurrently with any other controller that may be designed to achieve other require�
ments such as stability or optimality
 There is no need to re�investigate or re�verify legality of the
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composite controller with respect to safety

We con�ne our attention to a special class of CHMs where system dynamics is rate�bounded

and legal guards are conjunctions or disjunctions of atomic formulas speci�ed by inequalities
 We
further con�ne our attention to a simpli�ed control mechanism� where the controller is allowed to
interact with the system only discretely� that is� the controller is permitted to trigger only discrete
changes in the system


We describe a detailed algorithm for synthesis of a minimally interventive legal controller �that
prevents the system from ever entering a speci�ed set of illegal con�gurations�


A major issue associated with hybrid systems� to which we devote attention in this paper� is
the Zenoness phenomenon
 Intuitively� a system is Zeno if it can undergo an unbounded number
of discrete changes �transitions� in a bounded length of time
 When a controlled CHM is Zeno�
it cannot be guaranteed to satisfy the safety speci�cation inde�nitely� and hence may violate the
basic viability requirement
 The computational veri�cation of non�Zenoness has been shown to be
algorithmically a hard problem ���


We show that when our controller synthesis algorithm terminates� then the synthesized con�
troller is legal and minimally interventive if the resultant closed loop system is non�Zeno
 To
examine the non�Zenoness� we introduce two concepts� instantaneous con�guration clusters �ICCs�
and hybrid attractors
 We then show that the system is non�Zeno if and only if it has no ICC that
is a hybrid attractor


��� Design Philosophy

Intuitively� a controller for legal behavior of a hybrid system is minimally interventive if it never
takes action unless a �safety� constraint violation becomes imminent
 When the latter happens�
the controller is expected do no more than to prevent the system from becoming �illegal�
 This is
a familiar setting in the discrete�event control literature since� there� the role of the controller has
traditionally been viewed as that of a supervisor that can only intervene in the system�s activity by
event disablement ���� ����
 Thus� a minimally interventive supervisor of a discrete�event system
is one that disables events only whenever their enablement would permit the system to violate the
speci�cation


It is not di�cult to see that a natural candidate for a �template� of a minimally interventive
supervisor is a system whose range of possible behaviors coincides with the set of behaviors permit�
ted by the speci�cation
 The concurrent execution of the controlled system and such a supervisor�
in the sense that events are permitted to occur in the controlled system whenever they are possible
in the controller template� would then constrain the system to satisfy the speci�cation exactly
 We
shall then say that we have employed the speci�cation as a candidate implementation
 If all the
events that are possible in the system but not permitted by the candidate supervisor can actually
be disabled� we say that the speci�cation is implementable or �when the speci�cation is given as a
legal language� controllable ����
 Generally� a speci�cation may not be implementable because not
all the events can be disabled


The standard approach to supervisory controller synthesis can then be interpreted as an iterative
procedure where� starting with the speci�cation as a candidate implementation� at each stage of
the iteration the speci�cation is tightened so as to exclude behaviors that cannot be prevented
from becoming illegal by instantaneous disablement of events ���� ��	�
 The sub�speci�cation thus
obtained� is then used as a new candidate implementation
 When the procedure converges in a �nite
number of steps �a fact guaranteed in case the system is a �nite automaton and the speci�cation a
regular language�� the result is either an empty speci�cation �meaning that a legal supervisor does
not exist� or a minimally interventive implementable sub�speci�cation
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In the present paper we shall employ the same design philosophy for the synthesis of minimally
interventive controllers of hybrid systems
 However� due to the addition of continuous dynamics
and dynamic transitions caused by continuous dynamics� the synthesis problem for hybrid systems
becomes much more complex
 In particular� it is often necessary to �split� con�gurations into legal
and illegal sub�con�gurations by considering some preemptive conditions that depend explicitly
on continuous dynamics
 Moreover� the existence of controllers for hybrid systems is� in general�
an undecidable problem and the �nite termination of the ��xed�point� synthesis algorithm is not
guaranteed


��� Comparison with Other Work

As stated before� the basic approach employed in our synthesis method is standard in the supervi�
sory control theory of discrete�event systems� where a similar �least� �xed�point algorithm is usually
employed �see� e
g
� some of our own work on discrete�event systems ���� ���� ��	� ���� ���� ���� ����
�����
 Needless to say� however� that there are signi�cant dierences between this work and that on
supervisory control


Our hybrid�machine formalism� while similar in spirit to the well�known hybrid automatamodel�
�see� for example� ����� diers from the latter in some subtle �but important� detail
 Most impor�
tantly� we insist that vertices �and hence con�gurations� be always completely guarded� thereby
insuring that CHMs are well�de�ned at every vertex �or con�guration� in the sense that if an
invariant becomes false� a dynamic transition is triggered
 Furthermore� our model provides an
explicit mechanism for interaction between EHMs by introducing input�output events and shared
variables
 Such an explicit mechanism is critical for controller speci�cation and design as proposed
in this paper


Other works on control synthesis have recently been proposed for timed automata ���� ���� for
hybrid automata ���� ��	� ���� as well as for other formulations of hybrid systems ����
 While there
are intersections of these works with ours� we present an explicit synthesis algorithm for minimally
interventive legal controllers of hybrid machines
 We also investigate the issue of viability of closed�
loop systems� and we show that it essentially reduces to �non��Zenoness of hybrid systems


Another issue that has been investigated extensively in hybrid systems is that of the decidability
of reachability ���� ����
 Since our goal is to design a legal controller that can prevent the system
from reaching illegal states� we are more interested in the decidability of existence of such a controller
�and hence the termination of our algorithm�
 Although this may be counter�intuitive� it can be
shown that the class of hybrid systems for which reachability is decidable is incomparable with
�neither containing nor contained in� the class of hybrid systems for which the existence of a legal
controller is decidable
 This latter issue will be discussed in detail elsewhere


� Hybrid Machines

We �rst introduce a modeling formalism for a class of hybrid systems which we call hybrid machines

We begin by an informal example


��� Illustrative example

Figure � describes schematically a hybrid system that consists of a water�tank with water supplied
by a pump and with out�ow controlled by a two�position valve
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Figure �� Water Tank System

The system is described graphically in Figure � as a composite hybrid machine �CHM� that
consists of three elementary hybrid machines �EHMs� running in parallel�

CHM � PumpjjTankjjV alve�
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Figure �� Water Tank System CHM

The EHM Tank has three vertices �high�� �normal� and �low�� representing the tank�s
�high� � �normal� and �low� levels � respectively
 The dynamic behavior of the tank�s water level
L is described by the equations �x � V �F� L � x� where x is the �internal� state of the vertex� and
V and F are the rates of water in�ow and out�ow� respectively
 In this example� the �continuous�
dynamic equations are the same at all three vertices
 In general� however� they may be dierent

The quantity L is the output�signal of the EHM Tank
 The quantities V and F constitute input�
signals to the EHM Tank and output�signals of the EHMs Pump and Valve� respectively
 Tank
may reside at a given vertex provided the vertex invariant ��� is true
 Thus� it may reside at the
vertex �normal� so long as the invariant �L��L���L�L�� is satis�ed� and similarly for the other
vertex invariants
 The transitions between the three vertices are dynamic in the sense that they are
triggered� respectively� by the guards �L�L��� �L�L��� �L�L�� and �L�L�� becoming true
 The self�
loop dynamic transition of the vertex �normal� labeled by �L�L�����pump� on is guarded by
the predicate �L�L���� �where � � � is some small constant�� and upon occurrence triggers the
output�event pump� on
 �Throughout� underlined event labels denote input�events and overlined
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event labels denote output�events
� Similarly� the other self�loop transition of the vertex �normal�
is guarded by �L�L� ��� and triggers the output�event pump� off 
The EHM Tank is initialized
at the vertex �normal� with initial water level L� �that lies between the lower bound L� and the
upper bound L��


The EHM Pump has two vertices� � oP � and � onP �
 At the vertex � oP �� the pump is
o� re�ected by the vertex output V � �
 Similarly� at the vertex � onP �� the pump is running
and the vertex output V is the pump�s �constant� �ow rate P 
 The transitions between the two
vertices are labeled by the input�event labels pump� on and pump� off 
 These transitions are
triggered by and take place concurrently and synchronously with the output�events pump� on and
pump� off � respectively


Finally� the EHM Valve can be at either of the vertices � openV � or � closedV �
 Transition
between the two vertices are labeled by input�events valve� open and valve� closed� respectively

These transition labels do not appear as output�events in any of the other parallel EHMs but can
be received from the �unmodeled� environment
 When Valve is closed� the rate of out�ow is F � �
and when it is open� the rate is proportional to the water level in the tank F � KL


Notice that in general there are two mechanisms for communication between parallel EHMs�
��� Input�output�event synchronization� by which transitions are synchronized
 Transitions labeled
by input�events can take place only in synchrony with a corresponding output�event that is being
transmitted either by a parallel EHM or by the environment
 �However� an output�event can be
triggered without participation of any input�event� if no corresponding input�event is feasible
� ���
Signal sharing� by which outputs �output signals� of a vertex are available as vertex inputs to any
other parallel EHM


��� Elementary hybrid machines

With the above illustrative example in mind� we can now formally de�ne hybrid machines as follows

An elementary hybrid machine is denoted by

EHM � �Q� � D� I�E� �q�� x����

The elements of EHM are as follows


� Q is a �nite set of vertices


�  is a �nite set of event labels
 An event is an input event� denoted by � �underline�� if it is
received by the EHM from its environment� and an output event� denoted by � �overline�� if
it is generated by the EHM and transmitted to the environment


� D � fdq � �xq� yq� uq� fq� hq� � q � Qg is the dynamics of the EHM� where dq� the dynamics
at the vertex q� is given by�

�xq � fq�xq� uq��
yq � hq�xq� uq��

with xq� uq� and yq� respectively� the state� input� and output variables of appropriate dimen�
sions
 fq is a Lipschitz continuous function and hq a continuous function
 �A vertex need
not have dynamics associated with it� that is dq � �� in which case we say that the vertex
is static
� Note that the dynamics� and in particular the dimension of xq� can change from
vertex to vertex
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� E � f�q� G � � � ��� q�� x�q�� � q� q
� � Qg is a set of edges �transition�paths�� where q is the

vertex exited� q� is the vertex entered� � is the input�event� �� the output�event
 G is the
guard� formally given as a Boolean combination of inequalities �called atomic formulas� of
the form  iaisi�Cj or  iaisi�Cj � where the si are shared �signal� variables� to be de�ned
in the next subsection� and the ai and Cj are real constants
 Finally� x

�
q� is the initialization

value for xq� upon entry to q
�


�q� G� � � ��� q�� x�q�� is interpreted as follows� If G is true and the event � is received as an

input� then the transition to q� takes place at the instant � is received�� with the assignment
of the initial condition xq��t�� � x�q� �where t� denotes the time at which the vertex q� is

entered and x�q� is a constant �vector��
 The output�event �
� is transmitted at the same time


If �� is absent� then no output�event is transmitted
 If x�q� is absent �or partially absent��
then the initial condition is inherited �or partially inherited� from xq �assuming xq and xq�

represent the same physical object� and hence are of the same dimension�
 If � is absent�
then the transition takes place immediately upon G becoming true
 Such a transition is called
a dynamic transition and is sometimes abbreviated as �q� G� q�� when �� and x�q� are either
absent or understood
 The guard associated with a dynamic transition is called a dynamic
guard
 If G is absent� the guard is always true and the transition will be triggered by the
input�event �
 Such a transition is called an event transition and is sometimes abbreviated as
�q� �� q�� when �� and x�q� are either absent or understood
 When both G and � are present�
the transition is called a guarded event transition


� I � fIq � q � Qg is a set of invariants
 For each q � Q� Iq is de�ned as Iq � cl�	�G�
���
Gk���
where G�� ���� Gk are the dynamic guards at q� and where cl��� denotes set�closure�


� �q�� x�� denote the initialization condition� q� is the initial vertex and xq��t�� � x�


The invariant Iq of a con�guration q expresses the condition under which the EHM is permitted
to reside at q� that is� the condition under which none of the dynamic guards is true
 In particular�
from the de�nition of Iq as Iq � cl�	�G�
 ���
Gk��� it follows that each of the vertices of the EHM
is completely guarded
 That is� every invariant violation implies that some dynamic guard becomes
true� triggering a transition out of the current vertex�
 �It is� in principle� permitted that more
than one guard become true at the same instant
 In such a case the transition that will actually
take place is resolved nondeterministically
� It is further permitted that� upon entry into q�� one
�or more� of the dynamic guards at q� be already true
 In such a case� the EHM will immediately
exit q� and enter a vertex speci�ed by �one of� the true guards
 Such a transition is considered
instantaneous


The EHM runs as follows� At a vertex q� the continuous dynamics evolves according to dq until
either a dynamic transition is triggered by a dynamic guard becoming true� or an event transition
is triggered by the environment �through an input event� while the associated guard is either absent
or true�


�If � is received as an input while G is false� then no transition is triggered	
�We shall always insist especially during computations�� that invariants and guards be derived as closed sets by

taking their closure	
�Complete guardedness prevents the possibility that an invariant becomes false while no transition out of the

current vertex is dynamically triggered	 This possibility has not been precluded in the hybrid automata formalism as
formulated e	g	 in ��� ���� ����� leading to behaviors which have been termed there as Zeno	 As will be discussed in
more detail below� the Zeno behaviors as de
ned in the present paper consists only of a subset of the Zeno behaviors
as de
ned there	
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A run of the EHM is a sequence

q�
e��t��� q�

e��t��� q�
e��t��� ���

where ei is the ith transition and ti�� ti��� is the time when the ith transition takes place
 For
each run� we de�ne its trajectory� path and trace as follows


� The trajectory of the run is the sequence of the vector time functions of the �state� variables�

xq� � xq�� xq� � ���

where xqi � fxqi�t� � t � �ti� ti���g


� The path of the run is the sequence of the vertices


� The input trace of the run is the sequence of the input�events


� The output trace of the run is the sequence of the output�events


We say that a path is irreducible if for any two consecutive vertices q� q�� in the sequence� either
q and q� have dierent dynamics �dq ��dq��� or upon entry into q�� the state variable is �at least
partially� re�initialized �x�q� ����
 A run is irreducible if its associated path is irreducible


To facilitate our ensuing exposition and� in particular� the synthesis in the next sections� we
will standardize EHMs as follows
 Recall that our model allows guarded event transitions of the
form

q
G��
�� q��

However� since for the transition to take place the guard must be true when the event is triggered�
a guarded event transition can be decomposed into

q�

G
��
�G
��

q�
�
�� q��

where q has been partitioned into q� and q�� with Iq� � Iq � 	G and Iq� � Iq � G
�
 The dynamics

of q� and q� and the transitions leaving and entering these vertices are the same as for q� except
that the transition �q�� �� q

�� is now impossible
 It follows that a guarded event transition can be
treated as a combination of a dynamic and an event transition
 Thus� in computations� we shall
only need to consider two types of transitions� ��� dynamic transitions� that are labeled by guards
only� and ��� event transitions� that are labeled by events only


Remark � It is easily seen that discrete�event systems and continuous�variable systems are special
cases of the hybrid systems as described above
 Indeed� we notice that if there is no dynamics in
an EHM �and hence no D and I�� then

EHM � �Q� � E� q��

where edges E are labeled only by events� a typical discrete�event system
 Similarly� if there is no
event and only one vertex in an EHM �and hence no need to introduce Q�  � I and E�� then

EHM � �D� x�� � �x� y� u� f� h� x���

which is a typical continuous�variable system


�Since we use only closed invariants and guards� as described earlier� if Iq� � Iq� or �G are not closed� we will take
their closure	

	



In this paper we shall study a restricted class of hybrid machines called bounded�rate hybrid
machines� characterized by the following assumption


Assumption � The dynamics described by fq and hq has the following properties� ��� hq�xq� uq�
is a linear function� and ��� fq�xq� uq� is bounded by a lower limit k

L
q and an upper limit k

U
q � that

is� the only information given about fq�xq� uq� is that fq�xq� uq� � �k
L
q � k

U
q �


��� Composite hybrid machines

A composite hybrid machine consists of several elementary hybrid machines running in parallel�

CHM � EHM�jjEHM�jj���jjEHMn�

Interaction between EHMs is achieved by means of signal transmission �shared variables� and
input�output�event synchronization �message passing� as described below


Shared variables consist of output signals from all EHMs as well as signals received from the
environment
 They are shared by all EHMs in the sense that they are accessible to all EHMs
 A
shared variable si can be the output of at most one EHM
 The set of shared variables de�nes a
signal space S � �s�� s�� ���� sm� � Rm


Transitions are synchronized by an input�output synchronization formalism
 That is� if an
output�event � is either generated by one of the EHMs or received from the environment� then
all EHMs for which � is an active transition label �i
e
� � is de�ned at the current vertex with
an absent guard or a true guard� will execute � �and its associated transition� concurrently with
the occurrence of �
 A speci�c output�event can be generated by at most one EHM
 Clearly�
input�events do not synchronize among themselves�


To describe the behavior of

CHM � EHM�jjEHM�jj���jjEHMn�

we de�ne a con�guration of the CHM to be

q �� q�i� � q
�
i�
� ���� qnin �� Q�  Q�  ���Qn�

where Qj is the set of vertices of EHM j �components of the EHMs are superscripted�

When all the elements of q are speci�ed� we call q a full con�guration
 When only some of the

elements of q are speci�ed� we call q a partial con�guration and we mean that an unspeci�ed element
can be any possible vertex of the respective EHM
 For example� � � q�i� � ���� q

n
in
� is interpreted as

the set

�� q�i� � ���� q
n
in
�� f� q�i� � q

�
i�
� ���� qnin �� q

�
i�
� Q�g

of full con�gurations
 Thus� a partial con�guration is a compact description of a set of �full�
con�gurations


A transition

� q�i� � q
�
i�
� ���� qnin �

l
��� q�i�� � q

�
i��
� ���� qni�n �

of a CHM is a triple� where q �� q�i� � q
�
i�
� ���� qnin � is the source con�guration� q

� �� q�i�� � q
�
i��
� ���� qni�n �

the target con�guration� and l the label that triggers the transition
 l can be either an event� or

�Notice that this formalism is a special case of the prioritized synchronous composition formalism ����� where each
event is in the priority set of at most one parallel component	
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a guard becoming true�
 Thus� if l � � is an event �generated by the environment�� then either
qji�j � qjij if � is not active at q

j
ij
� or qji�j is such that �q

j
ij
� � � ��� qji�j � x

�
q
j

i�j

� is a transition �edge� in Ej


On the other hand� if l � G is a guard� then there must exist a transition �qmim � G� ��� qmi�m � x
�
qm
i�m

�

in some EHMm� and for j �� m� either q
j

i�
j
� q

j
ij
if �� is not active at q

j
ij
� or q

j

i�
j
is such that

�q
j
ij
� �� � ���� q

j

i�
j
� x�

q
j

i�
j

� is a transition in Ej 
 For brevity we shall sometimes denote the transi�

tion simply by �q� l� q��
 Note that for simplicity� we do not specify the output events and initial
conditions� since they are de�ned in the EHMs


The transitions are assumed to occur instantaneously� and concurrent vertex changes in parallel
components are assumed to occur exactly at the same instant �even when constituting a logically
triggered �nite chain of transitions�


Remark � Based on the above de�nition� a CHM can be viewed as the same object as an EHM�

CHM � �Q� � D� I�E� �q�� x���

where

Q � Q� Q�  ��� Qn�

 �  � �  � � ��� �  n�
D � f�xq� yq� uq� fq� hq� � q �� q�i� � q

�
i�
� ���� qnin �� Q� Q�  ��� Qng

combines all the dynamics of qjij � j � �� �� ���� n�

I � fIq�
i�

� Iq�
i�

� ��� � Iqnin �� q�i� � q
�
i�
� ���� qnin �� Q�  Q�  ���Qng�

E is de�ned as above� and
�q�� x�� � �� q��� q

�
�� ���� q

n
� �� �x

�
�� x

�
�� ���� x

n
����

Therefore� we can de�ne a run of a CHM in the same way as that of an EHM
 It can also be
easily veri�ed that in view of the fact that the component EHMs are completely guarded� so is the
composite CHM


� Control

��� Speci�cations

As stated in the previous section� a CHM can interact with its environment in two ways� ��� by
signal transmission �shared variables�� and ��� by input�output�event synchronization
 Formally�
a Controller of a CHM is a hybrid machine C that runs in parallel with the CHM
 The resultant
system

CHM jjC

is called the controlled or closed�loop system
 The objective of control is to force the controlled
system to satisfy a prescribed set of behavioral speci�cations


For conventional �continuous� dynamical systems� control speci�cation might consist of the
requirement of stability� robustness� disturbance rejection� optimality and the like
 For discrete�
event systems� speci�cations of required behavior are typically given as safety speci�cations� where

�This follows from the decomposition of guarded event transitions into dynamic and event transitions as described
in the preceding subsection	

��



a prescribed set of unwanted behaviors or con�gurations is to be avoided� or liveness speci�cations�
where a prescribed set of termination conditions is to be met� or both


For general hybrid systems� speci�cations can� in principle� be of a very complex nature incor�
porating both dynamic requirements and the logical �discrete� aspects


In the present paper we consider only safety speci�cations given as a set of illegal con�gurations

Qb � fq �� q�i� � q
�
i�
� ���� qnin �� Q� Q�  ��� Qn � q is illegalg

that the system is not permitted to visit

As we stated previously� it is possible that guards of several dynamic transitions are true at

the same time
 When competing guards become true simultaneously� we shall give precedence to a
legal guard �i
e
� one that leads to a legal con�guration� over an illegal one	� and we shall resolve
nondeterministically between competing legal guards


Our goal is to synthesize a controller that guarantees satisfaction of the above stated con�guration�
based safety requirement
 A controller that achieves the speci�cation is then said to be legal


In this paper� we shall consider only restricted interaction between the controller and the CHM
by permitting the controller to communicate with the CHM only through input�output�event syn�
chronization
 Thus� we make the following assumption


Assumption � C can only control the CHM by means of input�output�event synchronization

That is� C can only control event transitions in the CHM


Thus� we assume that the CHM is �closed� in terms of its shared variables� Each shared variable is
an output of one of its EHM
 The controller does not generate any �dynamic� output signals that
may aect the CHM


We shall assume further that C can control all the event transitions in the CHM
 That is� all
the �externally triggered� event transitions are available to the controller
 This leads to no essential
loss of generality because� when some of the events are uncontrollable� we can use the methods
developed in supervisory control of discrete�event systems ���� ���� to deal with uncontrollable
event transitions


A legal controller C is said to be less interventive �or restrictive� than another legal controller
C� if every run permitted by C � is also permitted by C �a formal de�nition will be given in Section
��
 A legal controller is said to be minimally interventive if it is less interventive than any legal
controller


With a slight modi�cation of the formalism that we shall present in Section �� two or more
controllers can be combined by parallel composition to form a composite controller
 An important
characteristic of a minimally interventive controller is the fact that when it is combined with any
other controller �legal or not�� which is possibly designed for satisfying some other speci�cations�
such as liveness� stability� or optimality� the combined controller is guaranteed to be safe �i
e
� legal�

Hence� no further veri�cation of safety will be needed
 Furthermore� the minimally interventive
controller will intervene with the action of the other controller only minimally� that is� when it is
absolutely necessary to do so in order to guarantee the safety of the system


In the following synthesis� we shall assume that�

Assumption � The invariants of legal con�gurations are convex sets


�That is� we shall assume that a transition to a legal con
guration is triggered �just in time� before the system
becomes illegal	

��



We shall also make the guards independent by considering only their �active� boundary with
the invariant
 Thus� since all the guards and invariants are closed� each guard G will be represented
�i
e
� replaced� by its active boundary

Gnew � G � I�

It will then follow that along any trajectory at most one �new� guard will ever become true
 This
will considerably facilitate the ensuing computations


��� Control synthesis

As stated� our control objective is to ensure that the system CHM never enter the set of illegal
con�gurations Qb
 Such entry can occur either via an event transition or via a dynamic transition

Since all event transitions are at the disposal of the controller� prevention of entry to the illegal set
via event transitions is a trivial matter �they simply must not be triggered�
 Therefore� in our control
synthesis we shall focus our attention on dynamic transitions
 Intuitively� the minimally interventive
legal controller must take action� by forcing the CHM from the current con�guration to some other
legal con�guration� just in time �but as late as possible� to prevent a dynamic transition from
leading the system to an illegal con�guration
 Clearly� entry to a con�guration which is legal but
at which an inescapable �unpreventable� dynamic transition to an illegal con�guration is possible�
must itself be deemed technically illegal and avoided by the controller
 Thus the controller synthesis
algorithm that we present below� will iterate through the �still� legal con�gurations and examine
whether it is possible to prevent a dynamic transition from leading to an illegal con�guration
 In
doing so� it will frequently be necessary to �split� con�gurations by partitioning their invariants
into their legal and illegal parts


If q�� is the legal subcon�guration of a con�guration q� whose invariant has been split into its
legal part q�� and its illegal part q

�

�� transition from a con�guration q into q�� �rather than into q
�

��
depends on satisfaction� upon entry into q�� of the invariant Iq�

�
�rather than Iq�

�
�
 Thus� let us

de�ne wp�q� l� q�� to be the weakest precondition under which the transition �q� l� q�� will not violate
the invariant Iq�

�
upon entry into q�
 Since some of the shared variables that appear in Iq� are

possibly �re��initialized upon entering q� because xi is �re��initialized� the condition wp�q� l� q�� can
be computed from Iq�

�
by substituting into Iq�

�
the appropriate initial �entry� values of all the shared

variables that are also output variables of q�
 That is� if yj is the jth output variable of q� and
si � yj is a shared variable that appears in Iq� � then the value of si must be set to si � hj�x

�
q� � uq��


Using this weakest precondition� we can replace each transition �q� l� q�� by its equivalence
�q� wp�q� l� q�� � l� q��
 That is� a dynamic transition with guard G will be replaced by a dynamic
transition with guard G�wp�q� G� q��
 Similarly� an event transition triggered by � will be replaced
by a guarded event transition wp�q� �� q�� � �� which in turn will be decomposed into event and
dynamic transitions


Therefore� at the beginning of each iteration� we will normalize the CHM by performing the
following steps�

�
 Replace each transition q
l
�� q� by q

wp
q�l�q���l
�� q��

�
 Decompose each guarded event transition q
G��
�� q� into q�

G
��
�G
��

q�
�
�� q��

�
 Replace each invariant I by the closure of the negation of the disjunction of all the dynamic
guards cl�	�G� 
 ��� 
Gk���

�
 Replace each guard G by its closure cl�G��
�
 Replace each guard G by its active boundary G � I 


��



After this normalization� we can proceed to split invariants if necessary
 To do this e�ciently�
we shall �rst consider the time at which a predicate will become true
 Thus� let T �P �x�t���
��T �true�P �x�t����� be the time at which P becomes true along the trajectory x�t�


Since our goal is to guarantee that the safety speci�cation will not be violated under any
condition� we must consider the maximum and minimum values of T �P �x�t��� when evaluated over
all possible trajectories of all possible runs
 Thus� let us de�ne

Tmax�true�P �� � maxx
t�T �P �x�t���
Tmin�true�P �� � minx
t�T �P �x�t����

These maximum and minimum values can be calculated from the expression of P and the associated
dynamics
 For example� if P is atomic formula of the form

P��si � Ci��

where Ci is some constant and si is a signal variable whose rate of change is bounded by
�
si��ri

L� ri
U ��

then

Tmin�true�P �� � minsi T �si � Ci� �

���
��
� if si � Ci

�Ci � si��ri
U if si � Ci � ri

U � �
� otherwise�

where si is the current value of si

Let us now consider a legal con�guration q
 Since transitions leaving q are either dynamic

transitions or event transitions� and can lead to either legal or illegal con�gurations� we classify
them into four types�

�
 Legal event transitions that lead to legal con�gurations�

ETg�q� Qb� � f�q� �� q�� � q
�
�� q� � q� �� Qbg�

�
 Illegal event transitions that lead to illegal con�gurations�

ETb�q� Qb� � f�q� �� q�� � q
�
�� q� � q� � Qbg�

�
 Legal dynamic transitions that lead to legal con�gurations�

DTg�q� Qb� � f�q� G� q�� � q
G
�� q� � q� �� Qbg�

�
 Illegal dynamic transitions that lead to illegal con�gurations�

DTb�q� Qb� � f�q� G� q�� � q
G
�� q� � q� � Qbg�

If ETg�q� Qb� �� �� then we can always safely exit q by forcing a transition �q� �� q�� � ETg�q� Qb�

Therefore� there is no need to split the invariant Iq


If ETg�q� Qb� � �� then the transitions in DTb�q� Qb� will be prevented from taking place� only
if they are either preempted by some dynamic transitions in DTg�b� Qb� or will never take place
due to the dynamics at q


��



Clearly� the dynamic transition �q� G� q�� � DTb�q� Qb� will be preempted by another dynamic
transition� provided Iq� the invariant of q� becomes false before G becomes true �recall our assump�
tion that the invariant is violated if and only if one or more of the guards is true�
 The earliest
time G will become true is Tmin�true�G�� and the latest time Iq will become false is given by
Tmax�false�Iq�� � Tmax�true�	Iq��
 Therefore� to ensure that the transition �q� G� q

�� will not take
place� it must be required that the following preemptive condition

pc�q� G� q�� � ��Tmin�true�G�� � Tmax�false�Iq����
 Tmin�true�G�� ��

be satis�ed

To show that this preemptive condition is indeed the right condition� we prove the following

proposition


Proposition � The preemptive condition pc�q� G� q�� is true if and only if for any trajectory x�t�
in any run�

T �G�x�t��� � T �	Iq�x�t���
 T �G�x�t��� ���

Proof

If pc�q� G� q�� is true� that is�

minx
t� T �G�x�t��� � maxx
t� T �	Iq�x�t����

or

minx
t� T �G�x�t��� ���

then� clearly�

��x�t��T �G�x�t���� T �	Iq�x�t����

or

��x�t��T �G�x�t��� ���

Therefore�

��x�t��T �G�x�t���� T �	Iq�x�t���
 T �G�x�t��� ���

On the other hand� if pc�q� G� q�� is not true� then

minx
t� T �G�x�t��� ���

Therefore� there exists x�t� such that T �G�x�t��� � �
 Since by our assumption� along any
trajectory at most one guard will ever become true� for the trajectory x�t�� we have

T �	Iq�x�t��� � T �G�x�t����

Thus�

��x�t��T �G�x�t���� T �	Iq�x�t���� T �G�x�t������

a contradiction


��



By the above proposition� we will split the con�guration q into two sub�con�gurations q� and
q�� by partitioning the invariant Iq as

Iq� � Iq � pc�q� G� q
��

Iq� � Iq � 	pc�q� G� q
���

Clearly� the dynamics of q� and q� and the transitions leaving and entering these con�gurations are
the same as for q� except that the transition �q�� G� q

�� is now impossible
 Also the transition from
q� to q� is dynamic with the guard 	pc�q� G� q

�� and from q� to q� with guard pc�q� G� q
���


If there are more than one illegal dynamic transitions at q� then we will split q into q� and q�
as follows


Iq� � Iq � ��
q�G�q���DTb
q�Qb�pc�q� G� q
���

Iq� � Iq � 	��
q�G�q���DTb
q�Qb�pc�q� G� q
����

Such splitting will be repeated until no further splitting is needed
 After this procedure of
splitting terminates� the surviving legal con�guration �and its invariant� have the following prop�
erty� Either all the possible dynamic transitions are legal or there exists at least one legal event
transition that can be forced
 Although the forcing can be done at any time when the CHM is in
the corresponding con�guration� the minimally interventive legal controller will not force the legal
event transition unless it is absolutely necessary
 Therefore� the transition will be forced at the
boundary speci�ed by the illegal dynamic guards




q�G�q���DTb
q�Qb�G�

By our assumption that legal guards have precedence over illegal guards� the forcing will have
priority and take the CHM to safety


From the above discussions� we can now formally describe our synthesis algorithm


Algorithm � �Control Synthesis�
Input

� The model of the system

CHM � �Q� � D� I� E� �q�� x����

� The set of illegal con�gurations Qb � Q


Output

� The controller

C � �Qc� c� Dc� Ic� Ec� �qc�� x
c
����

Initialization

�
 Set of bad con�gurations

BC �� Qb�

	Note that at the time of transition� the guards �pcq�G� q�� and pcq�G� q��� or more precisely� their closures� are
both true	 We do not need to worry about this because among other reasons� by employing control� we do not permit
transitions to illegal con
gurations to actually take place	

��



�
 Set of pending con�gurations

PC �� Q �Qb�

�
 New set of pending con�gurations

NPC �� ��

Iteration

�
 For all q � PC� e � �q� l� q�� � E do

E �� �E � feg�� f�q� wp�q� l� q�� � l� q��g�

�
 Let

Repeat �� false�

�
 For all q � PC� e � �q� G � �� q�� � E do

begin

Iq� �� Iq � 	G�
Iq� �� Iq � G�

If Iq� � false� then

E �� �E � feg�� f�q� �� q��g�

If Iq� � false� then

E �� E � feg�

Else do

begin

Repeat �� true�
PC �� �PC � fqg�� fq�� q�g�
E �� �E � feg�� f�q�� G� q��� �q��	G� q��� �q�� �� q

��g�

For all e� � �q� l� q��� � E � feg do

E �� �E � fe�g� � f�q�� l� q���� �q�� l� q���g�

For all e� � �q��� l� q� � E do

E �� �E � fe�g� � f�q��� l� q��� �q
��� l� q��g�

end�

end�

��



�
 If Repeat � true� go to ��

	
 For all q � PC do

Iq � cl�	

q�G�q���E G��

�
 For all �q� G� q�� � E do

G �� cl�G�� Iq�

��
 For all q � PC do

begin

If ��q� � PC����q� �� q�� � E�� then

NPC �� NPC � fqg�

Else do

begin

H �� �
q�G�q���DTb
q�BC�pc�q� G� q
���

Iq� �� Iq �H �
Iq� �� Iq � 	H �

If Iq� � false� then

BC �� BC � fqg�

If Iq� � false� then

NPC �� NPC � fqg�

Else do

begin

BC �� BC � fq�g�
NPC �� NPC � fq�g�
E �� E � f�q��	H� q��� �q�� H� q��g�

For all e � �q� l� q�� � E �DTb�q� BC� do

E �� �E � feg�� f�q�� l� q��� �q�� l� q��g�

For all e � �q� l� q�� � DTb�q� BC� do

E �� �E � feg�� f�q�� l� q��g�

For all e � �q�� l� q� � E do

E �� �E � feg�� f�q�� l� q��� �q
�� l� q��g�

��



��
 If PC �� NPC� then

PC �� NPC�
NPC �� ��

Go to ��

Construction of C

��
 De�ne vertices� events� dynamics and invariants�

Qc �� PC�
 c ��  � f!� � � �  g�
Dc �� ��
Ic �� I jQc�

��
 De�ne transitions�

Ec �� f�q� !�� �� q�� � q� q��Qc��q� �� q���Eg�
Ec �� Ec � f�q�

q�G�q���DTb
q�BC�G� �� q�� � q� q��Qc��q� �� q���Eg�

��
 End


It is readily seen that the con�gurations of the controller C consist of the set of all �good�
con�gurations with their invariants as calculated during the iteration phase of the algorithm
 The
controller C has no continuous dynamics� so it is �driven� by the dynamics of the CHM
 The tran�
sitions of C are then triggered when the boundary of some illegal dynamic transitions is reached

The controller thus synthesized is minimally interventive
 Its interaction with the system is re�
stricted to the exclusive objective of preventing safety violation
 The controller is augmented to
allow �environment�triggered� transitions labeled by !�� which are allowed to be generated by the
environment �possibly by an additional controller� and trigger transitions in C and hence in the
CHM whenever such transitions are not preempted by C
 A preemption will occur only if otherwise
a safety constraint cound be violated
 We will illustrate the algorithm by the following train�gate
example


��� A Train�Gate Example

Let us consider an example of trains passing a railway gate
 The uncontrolled system can be
described as a CHM that consists of two EHMs running in parallel�

CHM � GatejjTrain�

The EHM Gate is described graphically in Figure �

It has four vertices �open�� �lowering�� �closed�� and �raising�� representing the gate

open� being lowered� closed� and being raised� respectively
 The dynamic behavior of the gate at
�lowering� and �raising� is described by �x � ��� g � x and �x � �� g � x respectively� where
x is the �internal� state variable of the vertex� and g is the output�signal� representing the angle
of the gate �in degrees�
 From this dynamics� we know that it takes �� seconds for the gate to
open or close
 Similarly� the dynamics at �open� and �closed� are described by �x � �� g � x

The input event lower� for instance� takes Gate from �open� to �lowering�
 Gate can stay in

�	
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Figure �� Gate

�lowering� as long as the invariant at �lowering�� �g � ��� is satis�ed
 When the guard �g���
becomes true� Gate moves from �lowering� to �closed�
 The invariant at �open� and �closed�
is �true�� meaning that Gate can stay in �open� and �closed� for ever� if no event is triggered

Initially� Gate is at �open� with x��� � ��


Similarly� the EHM Train is shown in Figure �
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Figure �� Train

It has four vertices �far�� �near�� �at gate�� and �past�� representing a train being far
from� near to� at� and past the gate� respectively
 The dynamic behavior of Train is speci�ed by
�z � �rL� rU �� y � z� representing the fact that the speed of a train is uncertain and we only know
its lower bound rL and upper bound rU 
 In our simple model� when a train passes the gate� the
EHM Train is reset to �far� for the next approaching train
 This is described by the transition
�y � ����� z � ����� from �past� to �far�


Let us now apply the synthesis algorithm to the train�gate example
 The CHM consisting of

��



Gate and Train has �� con�gurations
 They are�

q� �� open� far � q	 �� lowering� at � q�� �� closed� past �

q� �� open� near � q� �� lowering� past � q�� �� raising� far �
q� �� open� at � q �� closed� far � q�� �� raising� near �
q� �� open� past � q�� �� closed� near � q�� �� raising� at �

q� �� lowering� far � q�� �� closed� at � q�� �� raising� past �
q� �� lowering� near �

Among these con�gurations� q�� q	� and q�� are illegal� because they represent the situation that
the train passes the gate while the gate is not closed
 Since there are dynamic transitions leading
to these illegal con�gurations� the synthesis algorithm will split some remaining con�gurations by
iteration


Let us consider the �rst iteration
 Since in the original CHM� The weakest preconditions are
all satis�ed and there are no guarded event transitions� Steps ��� will do nothing
 Step 	 will
also do nothing because all invariants are closed originally
 Step � will replace guards by their
active boundary
 For example� �q�� �y � ����� q	� will be replaced by �q�� �y � ���� � �g � ��� q	�

Step �� will split two con�gurations q� and q��
 For q�� since there is one bad dynamic transition
�q�� �y � ���� � �g � ��� q	� � DTb�q�� BC� leaving q�� we can calculate H as

H � pc�q�� �y � ���� � �g � ��� q	�
� Tmin�true��y � ����� �g � ���� � Tmax�false������� � y � ���� � �g � ���

� �y���
�� � g



� y � ���� ��g
 �

Therefore� q� is split into

Iq�� � Iq� �H � ������ � y � ���� ��g
 �� �g � ��

Iq�� � Iq� � 	H � ����� ��g
 � y � ����� �g � ���

Similarly�

Iq��� � Iq� �H � ������ � y � ���� � ��g
 �� �g � ���

Iq��� � Iq� � 	H � ����� � ��g
 � y � ���� � �g � ����

The closures of the above invariants will be taken in the second iteration
 Then q� will be split in
the second iteration as

Iq�� � ������ � y � �����
Iq�� � ����� � y � �����

The full computation of the �rst two iterations is summarized in Table �
 The minimally interventive
legal controller is shown in Figure �� where all the transitions are copies of transitions in the CHM�
except the transition from q� to q� labeled by �y � ������ lower� indicating that the latest legal
closing of the gate must commence when the train is ��� �meters� away
 �Since our controller is
concerned only with safety� there is no controller command to raise the gate
�

��



initialization 1st iteration 2nd iteration
q1 [y≤-1000] [y≤-1000] [y≤-1000]
q2 [-1000≤y≤-10] [-1000≤y≤-10] [-1000≤y<-410]
q4 [0≤y≤100] [0≤y≤100] [0≤y≤100]
q5 [y≤-1000]∧ [g≥0] [y≤-1000]∧ [g≥0] [y≤-1000]∧ [g≥0]
q6 [-1000≤y≤-10]∧ [g≥0] [-1000≤y<-10-40g/9]∧ [g≥0] [-1000≤y≤-10-40g/9]∧ [g≥0]
q8 [0≤y≤100]∧ [g≥0] [0≤y≤100]∧ [g≥0] [0≤y≤100]∧ [g≥0]
q9 [y≤-1000] [y≤-1000] [y≤-1000]
q10 [-1000≤y≤-10] [-1000≤y≤-10] [-1000≤y<-10]
q11 [-10≤y≤0] [-10≤y≤0] [-10≤y≤0]
q12 [0≤y≤100] [0≤y≤100] [0≤y≤100]
q13 [y≤-1000]∧ [g≤90] [y≤-1000]∧ [g≤90] [y≤-1000]∧ [g≤90]
q14 [-1000≤y≤-10]∧ [g≤90] [-1000≤y<-410+40g/9]∧ [g≤90] [-1000≤y≤-410+40g/9]∧ [g≤90]
q16 [0≤y≤100]∧ [g≤90] [0≤y≤100]∧ [g≤90] [0≤y≤100]∧ [g≤90]

Table �� Controller synthesis
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� Zenoness

We shall call a run of a CHM dynamic if all its transitions are dynamic transitions
 If a dynamic
run is reducible� i
e
� if its associated path has consecutive con�gurations q and q� with identical
dynamics and no re�initialization upon transition from q to q�� the run can be reduced by combining
q and q� into a single con�guration
 Thus� every dynamic run can be reduced to an irreducible one

An unbounded irreducible dynamic run

q�
e��t�
�� q�

e��t�
�� q�

e��t�
�� ���

is called a Zeno run if

limi��ti � T ��

A CHM is called Zeno if it possesses Zeno runs
 Otherwise it is called viable or non�Zeno

Clearly Zeno CHMs are ill de�ned� in that they may uncontrollably execute an unbounded

number of transitions in a �nite �and bounded� time interval and thus describe systems whose
lifetime is limited� contrary to our intention of modeling ongoing behaviors �that never terminate�

To illustrate the Zeno phenomenon� let us examine the following example


Example � Consider the hybrid system modeled by the CHM shown in Figure �� where k and l
are constant real numbers
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Figure �� CHM of Example �

It models a two�tank water system� where both tanks are leaking with rate l
 A pump �lls one of
the tanks at rate k�l� and it can be switched between the two tanks �events �� and ���
 The system
starts with both tanks non�empty �x���� � x�� � �� x���� � x�� � ��
 The system becomes illegal
if and when the level in one of the tanks gets to be below zero
 This is represented by a transition
to the illegal con�guration c that has no dynamics and invariant �true�
 It is readily seen that the
rate of change of the total volume of water in the system is independent of the pump�switching
policy and is given by k�l
 Thus� if k�l� �� then at time no later that T � �x�� � x�����k�l� the
total volume of water will become zero� so that the system must have become illegal no later than
T 
 On the other hand� if k�l� �� the volume of water does not diminish and� as easily see� a viable
controller actually exist


��



a b
initial [x1≥0]∧ [x2≥0] [x1≥0]∧ [x2≥0]
1st [x1≥0]∧ [x2≥0] [x1≥0]∧ [x2≥0]

Table �� Controller synthesis of Example �

The controller synthesis algorithm can be carried out for arbitrary k and l� and as shown in
Table � it terminates after just one step


The �augmented� controller C generated by the algorithm is shown in Figure �
 The guards are
given as follows

G� � G� � �x� � �� 
 �x� � ���

Since at con�guration a� x� � �� the switching to con�guration b actually occur at x� � �
 In
other words� the controller switches the pump to a tank whose level reaches �
 If k � l � �� then
the switching becomes faster and faster� with in�nite switching rate occurring after �nite time
 In
other words� the closed�loop system CHM jjC is Zeno
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Figure �� Controller of Example �

To examine the Zenoness phenomenon and its relation to control synthesis� we begin by intro�
ducing the concept of an instantaneous con�guration cluster �ICC�
 Let v � �s�� ���� sm� � S be a
valuation of the signal vector and let q be a con�guration
 Suppose that q is entered by a dynamic
transition G whose value is true at v
 Assume further that q has an outgoing guarded transition
G� which becomes �or is� true at the entry value of the signal vector q
 �This value will be v if the
signal vector is not re�initialized via a re�initialization of state variables� or it will be v� � S if it
is re�initialized to this value upon entry to q
� Since G� follows G instantaneously� we say that the
transition associated with G� is triggered by that associated with G
 We say that a sequence of
transitions G�� G�� G�� ��� is triggered by v if G� is true at v and Gi�� is triggered by Gi for all i � �

For a signal value v� consider all transition sequences in the CHM triggered by v
 Let CHM�v�
denote the CHM obtained by deleting all transitions that are not elements of transition sequences
triggered by v
 A strongly connected component of CHM�v� that consists of two or more con�g�
urations is called an ICC
 The triggering value v of the signal vector will be called a Zeno point of
the CHM
 We emphasize that an ICC consists of a set of con�gurations� the transitions and the
associated triggering value v of the signal vector
 In the two leaking tank example� v � ��� �� is a


A strongly connected component is a set of con
gurations for which there is a directed path from any con
guration
to any other	

��



Zeno point associated with an ICC which includes the con�gurations �a� a�� �b� b� of the controlled
system CHM jjC


The following theorem gives a necessary condition for Zenoness of a CHM


Theorem � If a CHM is Zeno� then there exists an instantaneous con�guration�cluster


Proof

Assume that we have a Zeno CHM
 Then there exists a Zeno run

q�
e��t�
�� q�

e��t�
�� q�

e��t�
�� ���

such that ti � T as i��� where T is a �nite constant
 Since there are in�nitely many transitions
in �nite time� the interval between two successive transitions approaches zero
 Consider i su�ciently
large� let Gi be the guard of ei and let vi be the value of the signal vector upon entering qi
 Since
ti��� ti � �� and since the rates of changes of all signals are �nitely bounded� either vi���vi � ��
or vi is re�initialized to vi�� �which is a constant for a given transition�
 In the prior case� since
the invariants are closed� there must exists a limit point v in the invariant of q for which Gi and
Gi�� are both true
 In the latter case� Gi�� must be true at vi�� for otherwise a bounded �below�
amount of time must elapse before Gi�� becomes true after re�initialization to vi��� contradicting
the time convergence of the Zeno run
 Therefore� in both cases� Gi�� can be �instantaneously�
triggered by Gi� proving the existence of some ICC


The existence of an ICC does not in itself imply Zenoness
 In the two leaking tanks of Example
�� for instance� if k � l � � the closed�loop system is non�Zeno� although v � ��� �� is a Zeno point
associated with an ICC


To obtain a necessary and su�cient condition for Zenoness� we shall now re�ne our examination
of ICCs
 Clearly� once at an ICC� the behavior of the CHM is necessarily Zeno
 Thus� the question
that must be examined is� whether if initialized outside �or away from� an ICC� a possible run
will enter the ICC after a bounded length of time
 We shall say that an ICC is a hybrid attractor
whenever there exist initializations of the CHM outside the ICC such that for some run� the ICC
will be reached in bounded time


Theorem � A CHM is non�Zeno if and only if its initialization set does not intersect an ICC and
it has no hybrid attractor


Proof

Elementary




Thus� the problem of checking Zenoness of a CHM �or� in particular� a closed�loop system�
consists of identifying its ICCs� if any� and checking whether they include hybrid attractors
 The
detailed investigation of these issues will be presented elsewhere


� Correctness of the Algorithm

It is clear from Algorithm � that whenever a controlled systems CHM jjC undergoes a transition�
it moves from a legal con�guration to another
 Thus� there remain two questions with respect
to the correctness of the algorithm
 The �rst is whether the controlled system is safe and viable

Since the safety is clear� this boils down to the question of non�Zenoness� which was discussed
in the previous section
 The second question is whether the synthesized controller is minimally

��



interventive
 To this end� we de�ne the conjunction of C with another controller D as follows

First� all the output�events � in D are replaced by !� to obtain !D
 Then the composite controlled
system is given by

CHM jjCjj !D�

Theorem � If Algorithm � terminates in a �nite number of steps and the closed�loop system
CHM jjC is non�Zeno� then the controller synthesized is a minimally interventive legal controller
in the following sense


�
 For any controller D �legal or not�� a run of CHM jjCjj !D never visits illegal con�gurations in
Qb


�
 For any legal controller D� every run of CHM jjD has a corresponding run in CHM jjCjj !D


Proof

Since Algorithm � terminates in a �nite number of steps and the closed�loop system CHM jjC
is non�Zeno� it is safe and viable


Notice that it is possible that the closed�loop system CHM jjCjj !Dmay generate a Zeno run due
to !D
 Although such an ill�de�ned controller D should be avoided in practice� the correctness of C
will not be aected


To prove part �� it is su�cient to show that a run in CHM jjCjj !D will only visit con�gurations
in

Qc � Q� Qb�

If this is not the case� then there exists a run

q�
e��t�
�� q� �� �����qn��

en�tn
�� qn

such that q�� q�� ���� qn�� � Qc but qn �� Qc

Let us consider the transition from qn�� to qn
 It cannot be an event transition because such

illegal event transitions are not permitted by C
 If it is a dynamic transition� then since it is not
preempted at qn��� it implies that qn�� �� Qc� a contradiction


To prove part �� observe �rst that in view of the fact that Algorithm � progressively removes
illegal behaviors� a controller will be legal only if it does not exceed the con�gurations and invariants
of C
 Assume that

q�
e��t��� q� �� �����qn��

en�tn
�� qn

is a possible run of CHM jjD and the �rst n�� transitions are also possible in CHM jjCjj !D but the
last transition from qn�� to qn is impossible in CHM jjCjj !D� that is� it is preempted by C
 Since
C only takes action at the boundary of some illegal dynamic transitions� the inaction of D at that
point implies that for some trajectory associated with some continuation of this run� the invariant
of C will be violated� contradicting the hypothesis that D is legal


An important consequence of Theorem � is the fact that if the CHM can only execute transitions
at a bounded �nite rate �that is� not faster than at a given �nite rate� then the termination of
the algorithm implies that the synthesized controller is legal and minimally interventive
 This is
clear because in that case� there can be no ICCs in the controlled CHM
 This will be the case if�
for example� the controller can interact with the CHM only at discrete times ��nite sampling rate�
or if the CHM responds to the controller�s actions with a �nite delay
 Thus we have the following
immediate corollary to Theorem ��

��



Corollary � If the CHM can execute transitions only at a �nitely bounded rate and if Algorithm
� terminates in a �nite number of steps� then the controller synthesized is a minimally interventive
legal controller


� Conclusion

In this paper we introduced composite hybrid machines �CHMs� as a formalism for modeling a
class of hybrid systems that can interact by signal transmission and event synchronization
 We
presented an algorithm for synthesis of a minimally interventive legal controller for a CHM that
interacts with the CHM discretely �i
e
� triggers transitions in the CHM but does not interact with
the signals�
 While the existence of a controller is in general undecidable� we show that when
our algorithm terminates �nitely� the existence of minimally interventive controller �and hence the
validity of the controller synthesized� depends on whether the controlled �closed loop� system is
non�Zeno
 The latter is guaranteed if there are no instantaneous con�guration clusters that are
hybrid attractors
 The synthesis of minimally interventive controllers that guarantee both safety
as well as weak and strong liveness will be discussed elsewhere


Acknowledgement� The authors express their thanks to Howard Wong�Toi for pointing out some
subtle errors in an earlier formulation of CHMs and for very interesting discussions about control
of hybrid systems
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